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1 . Introduc titm 

One of _the first-historical definitions ~f the,derivative, 

dy/dx, is bised on the notion of the limiting transition deve~ 

loped by I.Newton (1642-1727): 

dy/dx = Lim.' id:t. ---- f1x 
fix- 0 

(1) 

where /J. y '= (y2 - y1) and 6.x = (x
2 

- x_1) are finite· dif

ferences for y = y(x). The second principal step in developini 

this ~imitfng transition approach is.due to the theor~m on func

tion~s. mean value advanced by A.Cauchy (1,789,-1857). 

The second approach to ~he problem of derivative is asso

ciated-~ith the name _of G.W.Leibniz (1646-1716) _who considered, 

as a primary element, the differential dx being a composite part 

of the abscissa axis, i.e. a value.smaller than any finite.value 

but not eQuil to zero (an actual infinitesimil value) .. 

. . .The third .approach to the same p;oblem·.was advanced by 

L.Lagrange (1736-1813) who rejected both New.tonian and L~ibnizi

an definitions in favour of functions, f(x), rep.resentable by a 
· power series like 

y = f(x) = a 0 + a
1

x + ••. + a X -n 
n 

(2) 

Then the Lagrangian derivative function, f'(x), is defined as 

, ·f '( ) 2 n-1 y = x = · a 1 _+ a 2 x + • • • + nan x (3) 

2. Modern.developments 

The new ideas concerning the notion of derivative ware 

provoked by the BO-called non-standa.rd analysis bas~d on hyper

reaJ: numbers and developed by A.Robinson (1918-1974) in-the 
early 1960 's 11 I. . . . 

The hyperreal number field, R*, and the usual rtumber '.field, 

'R, are known to be ordered, ~.e. these .fields satisfy the ine-
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qualitY relation; a> b. The principal difference between R* 

and R is determined by the Archimedian axiom stating that if 

Ix I< .1 n 

for any natural number, n, then x = 0. 

The field R satisfies this axiom, while the field R* 

does not. 

(4) 

Thus the novel non-standard definition of Robinson's deri

vative can be treated as an extension of the primary "atomistic" 

Leibnizian formulation. 
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Our studies of global optimization131 , unstable inverse 

problems141 as well as differentiation and integration151indi

cate a widespread - and widely noncritical - use of the equa

lity sign in "equations" like a=b as a mere substitution for a 

left-to-right or right-to-left reduction signs, a - b or a.....,;. b, 

respectively. This nonevident logical discrepancy between semio

tic and semantic sides of one of the most universal mathematical 

operations, i.e. equalization, leads to irreversible losses of 

information in going from one side of any "equation" to another. 

Moreover, in a long chain of associated mathematical transforma

tions these losses may result even in logical contradictions in 

the form of the well-known mathematical paradoxes161 . 

4. Matrix derivative, [D] 

Let us begin with an "atomistic" definition of the func

tion's derivative taken as 

Y2 - Y1 

d f'(x) (5) 
x2 - x1 

This reduced equation (requation) can be rewritten as 

~-'- Oi,-.,.::_ ~-- ;;nL<ll i!l-iCiiryT f_ 

c ............. u 'i( ,3 • ., 11 "B"1,nfi 3 
:_4 :1,,\ ·F-='h~1r r ~ ..... (,Jh,, jli,lj..l.;,,J I 

'--~l1SJlklOTEHi~ _ _j 



Y2 1 

D = Y1 1 ,. 

x2 1 

x1 1 I 
(6) 

in a close analogy to the eigenproblem formulation 

Av = vA , (7) 

where A - a matrix, v - an eigenvector and A - a scalar 

eigenvalue. Let us consider the scalar, d, as the determinant 

of a matrix 

[D] = 
d11 d12 

d21 d22 
(8) 

Then the elements of this matrix will be found to equal 

Y2 - x1 

d11 + (9) 
x2 - x1 

Y2 - x2 

d12 (10) 
x2 - x1 

Y1 - x1 

d21 + ( 11 ) 
x2 - x1 

Y1 - x2 

d22 - (12) 
x2 - x1 

All usual checks show these matrix derivative components to be 

correct algebraic values.• 

By taking a sample function like y = x 2 , it is possible to 

obtain an evident geometrical interpretation of each component 

of [D]. 
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5- A non-standard illustrative example 

Non-standard devices need non-&tandard applications. 

The so-called nowhere differentiable function studied in 

1871 by K.Weierstrass (1815-1897) can be presented parametri

cally as171 : 

X 

y 

sin(e) 

00 

L 
n = 1 

(13) 

2n cos(JnG) ( 14) 

so that the derivative y'(G) = dy/dG does not exist anywhere 

within O L. e L 25'G, because the corresponding derivative 

series is divergent. 

It can be easily.shown that all the matrix derivatives 

(9-12) do exist for y(G) shown in (14). For exampie, 

Y2 - g1 

d11 +---
e2 e1 

( 1 5) 

Notwithstanding the non-standard overall behaviour of the 

Weierstrass function, which initially has rejected any fea

sible application at all, now it is widely used as a seed 

function in fractal mathematics, in particular, to desribe the 

Wiener diffusion process inherent in charged particle tracking. 

6. Conclusions 

The methods of reversible mathematics have been applied to 

obtain a novel algebraic definition of function's derivative 

in a matrix form. The unusual algebraic form of this derivative 

appeals to unusual mathematical applications. 
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lt1moll.\et-1Ko BJ.1. 
HecTaHAapTHaR MaTpl'1'1HaR npo1'13BOAHaR, nony'leHHaR 

.1'13 CTaHAapTHOH CKanRpHot, npol'13B0AHOH . 

El0-92-382 

noKa3aHO, 'ITO 1'13 MaTeMaTl'1'1ecKOH cf>opMynbl AnR Bbl'11'1CneHl'1R CTaH· 
AaPTHOH CKanRpH0H npol'13BOAHOH d = (yz • Yi )/(Xz • X1 L rAe y = y (x), 
MO>KHO nony111'1Tb HecTaHAaPTHYIO MaTpl'1'1HYIO npol'13BOAHYIO [D]. 3neMeHTbl 
MaTpl'1l.lbl [D] 1'1MelOT HeCTaHAapTHYIO. cpopMy - Hanpl'1Mep, d11 = (yz • 
- x·i) / (x2 - xi). MaTpl'1'1HaR npol'13BOAHaR· [D] MO>KeT HaHrn npl'1MeHeHl'1e e 
aHanl'13e ·TaKl'1X 3K30Tl'1'1ecKl'1X 060eKTOB, KaK H1'1rAe HeA1'1cpcpepet-11.11'1pyeMble _ 
cpyHKl.11'11'1, Ha npl'1Mepe 1'13BecTHOH cpyHKLIH1'1 Bei1epwTpacca noKa3aHa KOH· 
KpeTHaR npl'1MeH1'1MOCTb MaTpl'1'1HOH npol'13B0AH0i1. 

Hal'16onee eepoRTHOH o6naCTblO npl'1MeHeHl'1R [D] MO>KeT cny>Kl-1Tb cppaK
TanbHaR MaTeMarnKa l'1 MaTeMarnKa pa3pblBHblX cpyHK1.11'1H. HOBblH MaTeMa
Tl'1'1eCKl'1i1 o6aeKT A0ny~KaeT O'leB1'1AHYIO reoMeTp1'1'11:lCKYIO 1'1HTepnpeTal.11'1IO. 

Pa6orn ebmonHet-ia e na6opaTOp1'11'1 BblC0Kl'1X 3Heprni1 OVIAVI. 

Coo6ll1em1e Ofu.e1nrneHHoro tt11crnryTa 11,1epHb1X ucc.1e,1osaHHH. ,ny6Ha 1992 
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It has been shown· that from the mathematical formula for a standard 
scalar derivative, d = (y2 - yi)/(x2 ~ xi), where y = y(x), one can obtain a non
standard matrix derivative [D]. The elements of the matrix [D] possess a non
standard from - e.g., d1 i = (yz • X1 )/(x2 • X1 ). The matrix derivative [D] can 
be used for analyzing such exotic objects as nowhere differentiable functions. 
As a specific application example the author used the well-known Weier
strass function. More extended domains for application of the matrix deriva
tive [D] can be provided by fractal mathematics and singuiar functions. 
The novel mathematical object allows an evident geometrical interpretation. 

· The. inve~tigation has b~en performed at the _Laboratory of Theoretical • 
Physics, JINR. . . 
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